Tennessee Waltz

Pee Wee King and Redd Stewart
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(Intro) [D]GDA[D]D

(VERSE 1)
I was [D]dancin’ with my darlin’ to the [D7]Tennessee [G]Waltz
When an [D]old friend I [Bm]happened to [E]see. [A]
I intro[D]uced him to my darlin’ and [D7]while they were [G]dancin’

(CHORUS 1)
’cause I know just how [Bm]much I have [E]lost [A]
Yes I [D]lost my little darlin’ the [D7]night they were [G]playin’

(CHORUS 1)

(VERSE 2)
Could have [D]broken my [Bm]heart so com[E]plete [A]
In [D]love with my [G]darlin’ [A]so [D]sweet

(CHORUS 2)
Wish I’d known just how [Bm]much it would [E]cost [A]
But I [D]didn’t see it commin’, it’s all [D7]over but the [G]cryin’

(CHORUS 2)

(VERSE 2 – New – written by Cohen)
and I [D]feel like I’m [Bm]falling a[E]part [A]
and it’s [D]stronger than drink and it’s [D7]deeper than [G]sorrow

(CHORUS 1)

(Tag) That beautiful Tennessee Waltz